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Easy Order Kitchen Cabinets  

RTA Cabinets Unlimited has been working to offer you the best value in ready-to-assemble kitchens 

since 2005. These easy order kitchen cabinets are available in more than 30 styles, allowing you to find 

the design that’s right for you and your home. Our kitchen cabinetry features superior workmanship, a 

professional build design, expert finishes and a quick and easy assembly.  All of our items are stocked 

and ready to ship for your kitchen remodel or renovation. Instantly transform your home and raise the 

value of it with the excellent quality and high-end features of our wood kitchen cabinets.  

 

Portsmouth Series (Maple) 

For a high-quality look for a fraction of the price, our Portsmouth Series is just what you’re looking for! 

This kitchen cabinet collection features all wood construction in a beautiful maple. Superior 

workmanship is featured on the solid maple face frame, raised panel doors and drawer fronts. The 

arched shape of the doors will fit perfectly with a country or cottage style kitchen. Features include 

plywood cabinet boxes and shelves with real wood veneer and butt-jointed drawer boxes with side 

mouth drawer slides. This series of kitchen cabinets are available in a ginger finish. Our cabinetry is easy 

to assemble by using wood glue and a screwdriver. Instantly transform the look of your kitchen with our 

ready-to-assemble kitchen cabinets.  

 

Tuscany Series (Maple) 

Remodeling your kitchen will be a breeze with this ready-to-assemble kitchen cabinet Tuscany Series. 

This semi-custom kitchen cabinet collection features all wood construction in a cinnamon finish. The 

face frame, square doors and drawer fronts all are made of solid maple wood. Full overlay raised panels 

with decorative, glazed rope moulding give an ornate, old world look to your traditional kitchen. 

Plywood cabinet boxes and shelves have real wood veneer. Features include solid wood dovetailed 

drawer boxes and self-close undermount drawer slides.  Kitchen cabinet doors are pre-hung on face 

frame for easy installation. Assembling your kitchen cabinets has never been easier- all you need is 

wood glue and a screwdriver!  

 

Cambridge Series (Walnut) 

These ready-to-assemble cabinets feature all wood construction, including a solid walnut face frame and 

drawer fronts with a mocha brown glaze finish. The natural strength, hardness and durability of walnut 
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will keep these cabinets in top shape for years to come. These full overlay raised panel doors have 

mortise and tenon construction. Features include plywood shelf with real wood veneer and solid wood 

dovetailed drawer boxes with soft-close undermount drawer slides. Drawer boxes are pre-assembled 

and kitchen cabinet doors are pre-hung on face frame for easy installation. Wood glue and brad nails are 

all you need for an easy assembly of these modern walnut cabinets. 

 

Maple Cabinets 

Give a beautiful and natural look to your kitchen with our selection of maple cabinets. The naturally light 

color of maple will brighten up a dull kitchen, while the wood’s durability will make these maple kitchen 

cabinets last for years to come. Known for their versatility, these maple wood cabinets will look good in 

both modern and traditional style kitchens. Maple also holds stains very well, which is perfect for all of 

the rich glazes and stains we offer in our natural maple cabinet collections.   

 

Birch Cabinets:  

Give your kitchen a luxurious look without the luxurious price tag with these birch wood kitchen 

cabinets. The versatility of birch allows these kitchen cabinets to look great in both casual and refined 

settings. These rustic birch kitchen cabinets are complimented best by natural colored stains. These 

natural birch cabinets offer a similar appearance to maple for a fraction of the price, allowing for an 

affordable kitchen remodel. Choose from a variety of styles and finishes, including the popular red birch 

kitchen cabinets and white birch cabinets. 

 

Ridgeline (Spice) Collection:  

You'll love the beautiful workmanship and quality of our Ridgeline Collection of RTA cabinets. The 

applied moulding and spice color of these birch raised panel doors and matching drawer fronts are a 

great way to give your kitchen a new, polished look. There are so many options to choose from, 

including plywood sides, tops and bottoms, adjustable plywood shelves and a solid birch dovetail drawer 

box with plywood bottom. Full extension, soft closing drawer glides and 6-way adjustable Euro style 

concealed cup hinges add to the appeal and ease of these wood kitchen cabinets. If you’re a fan of do-it-

yourself assembly, you’ll love that these kitchen cabinets only require wood glue and brad nails! 

 


